YachtX Coin (YACHTX)
Cryptocurrency-Based Luxury Travel and Tourism
Currency and Reward System
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INTRODUCTION

The

tourism industry is one of the most important global service industries. As of 2019,
the World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC) estimated that the contribution of the Travel
and Tourism sector of the global economy reached 10.4%, with an estimated 334 million
people (approximately 10% of the global labor force) employed in the sector.
This economic impact was halved in 2020 due to the global COVID-19 pandemic, reaching
just 5.5% as tourism was sharply curtailed by limits on internal movement and border crossing.
Unfortunately, recovery isn’t here yet for the travel and tourism industry. The Economist
Intelligence Unit (EIU) estimates that globally, international tourism arrivals will be 30% below
the record highs of 2019, due to the ongoing effects of border controls and travel restrictions
and continued avoidance of business travel. This makes the present period a great time to
experiment with new tourism technologies, modalities and services designed for the travel
and tourism sector, finding ways to maximize the sector’s appeal and the travel experience.
At YachtX, we are preparing for this fresh start to the experience of travel!



https://wttc.org/Portals/0/Documents/Reports/2021/Global%20Economic%20Impact%20and%20Trends%202021.pdf?ver=2021-07-01-114957-177
https://www.eiu.com/n/tourism-in-2022-a-shaky-recovery/
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YachtX NFT

YachtX Coin give the customers NFT as a Collectables of every services used through
YachtX Booking platform. With the number of YachtX coin our customer holds they
will receive a certain amount of NFTs which can be used as a discount method in
the area of tourism for instance having a package deal such as buying NFT coupon
from YachtX coin which can be used to stay at Hotels and compound for fixed
number of nights. As shown below, of how our NFT will look like , in this example
its from one of our partners “The Cliff Lipe”. Each room our customers will book
from our platform, they shall receive that specific room’s NFT as a collection.

Demonstration example (not finalized)
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TARGETING THE LUXURY
TRAVEL SEGMENT

Let’s face it: we’re all bored. Over two years of limited business and leisure travel has deprived
many people of an exciting and fulfilling leisure activity. As a result, it’s not surprising that one
of the biggest travel trends in 2022 is expected to be “go big, spend big” , with tourists booking
and enjoying their big-ticket dream trips. This leads to an obvious opportunity in the luxury travel
segment, which features both luxurious trips and long and adventurous tourism experiences.
Long gone are the days when ‘luxury’ travel was a homogenous set of experiences like five-star
hotel stays, luxury cruises, and top-end destinations. Today, luxury travelers are an adventurous,
experience-driven market segment with diverse tastes and preferences. While there are still plenty
of first-class fliers in the market segment, luxury travel can also mean ‘adventure-seeking’ tourists
who luxuriate in high-end round the world trips or safaris, ‘vanity-driven’ tourists who demand
great scenery and overt luxury for social media, ‘luxury shopper’ tourists, who scour the world
for those perfect fashions, and ‘green luxury’ travelers who are willing to pay for a sustainable
high-end experience, among others. Many times, a luxury trip may encompass several of these
diverse types of luxury experience, meeting several different experiential needs.
One of the biggest consumer behavior changes in the luxury travel industry is the significantly
reduced reliance on travel agencies for scheduling, booking, and paying for luxury trips.
In the past, luxury travelers would typically have relied on a specialist travel agency to organize
their travel, making it easier to make a single payment in their home currency. In today’s world,
it is commonplace for tourists – even luxury tourists – to book (and pay for) their trips directly.
Plane tickets, hotels, and tourism experiences can all be readily searched and selected using
online travel agents (OTAs), but there is still the question of how to pay for these services.
Credit card bills and exchange fees add up, creating another layer of complexity on top of the
already complex problem of travel planning.
To serve these diverse travelers, all with different needs and preferences, there is a need for
a flexible, reliable, and trusted solution for travel services payments which eliminates complexity
and reduces the overhead costs of exchange fees and foreign transaction fees.

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/01/21/the-biggest-2022-travel-trend-go-big-spend-big-on-bucket-list-trips.html
https://www.traveldailynews.com/post/the-future-of-the-luxury-travel-sector-is-segmentation-by-tony-wright-strategy-partner-at-eightfour
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THE YACHTX SOLUTION

Can you imagine planning, booking, and paying for your luxury trip from a single portal,
which you can access anywhere? Where hand-picked tourism services and experiences,
like hotels, luxury villas, boats (yes, even yachts!), tourist guides, restaurants, and others,
are all in a single place, with unbiased visitor reviews letting you know exactly what you’re
going to get – and a nice discount off the rack rate to boot? And most importantly, where
all the hassle is removed from managing payment for all of the myriad accommodations
and other services that make up a luxury holiday, with a single transaction used to organize
all payment, no matter how many service providers or countries are involved? This is the
promise of YachtX – all of the experience of luxury travel, with none of the hassle of managing
financial flows across multiple currencies.

THE

YACHTX
SOLUTION
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INTRODUCING THE YACHTX
ECOSYSTEM

YachtX is not just another cryptocurrency. Instead, it is a multifunctional exchange token
used within the YachtX Ecosystem – a global, decentralized network of travelers and tourism
service providers who come together for luxury travel experiences. The YachtX Ecosystem
will be available through a traditional website, but within the first year there will also be a
cross-platform app that will let customers use the Ecosystem from anywhere to its
fullest extent.

FEATURES OF THE YACHTX ECOSYSTEM INCLUDE:
• Service provider directory, search and booking engine: Find the travel and tourism services
you want anywhere in the world, search their availability and book your
preferred services
• Travel stories: Periodic feature stories highlighting how YachtX Ecosystem can be used to
plan, book, and take your luxury trip
• Real traveler feedback and support: Provide reviews and read reviews of real traveler
experiences with service providers
• Exchange dashboard: Decentralized public exchange to enable exchange of local
currency and/or other cryptocurrencies to YACHTX
• Business dashboard: Travel service providers can manage products, deals,
and discounts, set prices and availability, and manage YACHTX redemption and/or exchange

SERVICE PROVIDERS.

The YachtX ecosystem brings together service providers for a range of different types of
tourism services, including (but not limited to):

•
•
•
•
•

All-in-one and inclusive luxury resorts
Luxury hotels, villas, and other accommodations
Yachts and other boats
Restaurants, bars, private chefs and other hospitality providers
Tourism service providers, like guides and translators

All of these service providers are hand-selected vetted by the YachtX team for service quality
and luxury travel service provision suitable for YachtX’s clients. Service providers offer
discounts and premium services exclusive to YachtX clients. Best of all, all service providers
take payment via YachtX Coin, making it easy for clients to organize their holidays without
dealing with complicated international payment systems or incurring huge credit card fees.

TRAVEL STORIES.

The YachtX Ecosystem platform is not just a marketing platform! It also features real stories
of travelers who plan, book, and pay for their luxury journeys from beginning to end.
These stories, provided by high-profile luxury travel influencers, show off the potential of
YachtX for luxury travel.

REAL TRAVELER FEEDBACK AND SUPPORT.

Luxury travelers also have their own opportunities to provide insight into what service
providers offer, through reviews and advice to others offered across the platform. This lets
customers give their honest feedback about service providers and their management of the
platform and answer the questions of other travelers, helping them get more out of their
experience.

In summary, the YachtX Ecosystem is so much more than just another crypto platform –
it’s tourism service providers and travelers coming together to make the luxury travel
experience easier, better, more fun and more fulfilling by eliminating much of the hassle
and uncertainty involved in international travel planning and financial transactions.
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VISION

YachtX’s vision is to eliminate the complexity and overhead cost
of luxury travel in the travel and tourism industry through
We will be the world’s premier travel-specific cryptocurrency-based
platform, reducing the complexity and problems associated
with financial management of international luxury travel through
a single currency that can easily be used around the world
and by connecting tourism service providers and
travelers directly to each other as well as being used as a currency in
our partner’s payment gateways.
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MISSION

Our Mission at YachtX is to get people traveling again
by making it easy to plan, pay for and afford luxury travel.
By providing a single cryptocurrency for international
travel, as well as the associated membership discount program,
YachtX aims to serve luxury travelers and the travel
industry and get people back to enjoying, rather than
planning, their travel experience.
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YACHTX COIN (YACHTX)

At the heart of the YachtX Ecosystem is YachtX Coin (Symbol: YACHTX), a multi-utility
token based on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC). The purpose of the YachtX coin is to
provide a cryptographically secured medium of exchange, which will facilitate simple
exchange and settlement of payments between YachtX Ecosystem members – service
providers and travelers. Both of these groups can benefit significantly from using
YachtX Coin to facilitate their transactions.

THE BENEFITS OF YACHTX COIN FOR…
SERVICE PROVIDERS
• Exposure to travelers who want to plan,
book and pay for luxury travel experiences
from around the world
• The opportunity to showcase the best
of their services to this high-value and diffuse
market segments – for free!
• Being viewed as a trend-setting company
that is ready to serve today’s luxury customers
• Reduced complexity of financial management
(e.g., avoidance of SWIFT transactions for large
bookings, reduced merchant transaction fees)
• Potential tax benefits and incentives for
marketing and cryptocurrency use (
depending on laws within their jurisdiction)

TRAVELERS
• Easy access to the world’s best high-end
and luxury travel service providers, enabling
travelers to easily search, select, schedule and
plan their luxury holiday
• A single, decentralized payment system,
reducing the financial overhead and complexity
of luxury travel planning and booking, removing
credit card fees and eliminating SWIFT
transactions and other international transfer fees
• Travelers will get NFT as a collectable
• Safety and security – as a private fund-backed
cryptocurrency, YachtX Coin is unlikely to
disappear!

YachtX Coin is not a general-purpose cryptocurrency, and it is not designed for use either as an
investment instrument or as a medium of exchange for general goods and services. Instead,
YachtX Coin is solely designed for exchange within the YachtX Ecosystem to facilitate
decentralized exchange between members without reliance on third-party intermediaries such
as (but not limited to) credit issuers or international banking networks.

(Note that neither holding nor use of YachtX Coin implies shareholding, rights, interest or any
other legal ownership rights in the Company, Distributor, Affiliates, or service providers.
Neither does holding or use of YachtX Coin entitle holders to fees, dividends, profits, or other
financial returns. YachtX holdings do not constitute securities.)
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EXCLUSIVE PERSONAL ASSISTANT

YachtX coin provides our customers with exclusive personal assistance for the sake of booking
your journey from the beginning till the end! With our exclusive personal assistance, YachtX will
guide you with what kinds of services our customer needs with the intention to ease the process.

What does YachtX coin Exclusive Personal Assistant do?
YachtX Exclusive personal assistant book

Flights

Hotels

Yacht

Meals

Idea Behind our Exclusive Personal Assistant

Car

Entertainment
And many more.

The idea behind our concept of having a personal assistant is to ease the customer's burden on
booking and planning their holidays. Many tourism websites tend to list all the information and let
the customers manually select their desired place to go. YachtX coin will provide information as
well as a service as an extra initiative to show our customers that it can get easier to book hotels,
flights yachts, villas, etc. nowadays as well as providing a luxurious service from the beginning
till the end.
Not only does our Exclusive Personal Assistant do the booking for our customers but also provides
extra details and recommendations to give our customers a better picture to scope their perfect
exclusive holiday. Exclusive Personal Assistant will have different communication channels to
suffice our customers worldwide such as LINE, Whatsapp, Telegram, and Email.

How is it beneficial to have an Exclusive Personal Assistant?

As tourism tends to be one of the biggest industry sectors in the world, there are many new places
and locations people desire to visit and plan their holidays. With the advancement of the technology,
there are various website that allows customers to book their holidays, so the communication
channel to book the holiday is from the customer to an artificial interface and then to the booking
of the holiday, which many times an error tends to occur, and it takes the system a while to process
the error which delays the planned vacation for the customers. What if we replaced the artificial
interface with an actual assistant for each and every one of our customers and plan their booking
side by side. This can solve the major problems of booking in random sites without security and
fast communication responses.
It is always better to have someone beside you, providing you with an exclusive service to book
your vacation.

YACHTX COIN OFFERING
10 THE
AND VESTING PERIOD
Our coin offering will include 1,000,000,000 YachtX Coins. Allocation of the coins, as shown
below, will be allocated to seven different areas. The largest tranche (30%) will go to exchange
listings, including, GATE.IO, KUCOIN and BINANCE. A second tranche (25%) will be allocated
to public sale, and a further 10% will go to private sale. The YachtX Ecosystem will be
allocated 8% of the coins, while a total of 27% will be allocated to overhead
(including management and team allocations 10%, consulting 2% and marketing 15%).

30%

LISTING

2%

CONSULT

8%

ECO SYSTEM

10%

PRIVATE SALE

10%

MANAGEMENT AND TEAM
ALLOCATION

25%

PUBLIC SALE

15%

MARKETING

Coins will be vested on the schedule profiled below. Public coins and exchange listed c
oins will be released at launch with no vesting period.
PER
WEEK

SHARE OF
TOTAL SUPPLY

TOTAL
COINS

RELEASE
SCHEDULE

PRIVATE SALE
VESTING PERIOD

2,777,778 10% 100,000,000

100% release every
week for 9 months

CONSULT VESTING
PERIOD

555,556

2%

20,000,000

100% release every
week for 9 months

MANAGEMENT AND
TEAM

2,777,778 10%

100,000,000

100% release every
week for 9months
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THE PRESENT AND FUTURE OF
YACHTX COIN

YachtX Coin has already undergone its first private sale round, with 100% of the initial tranche
of coins sold to Big Rock Private Capital, a well-known private investment fund headquartered
in Dubai. This fund backing was particularly important to us, as with the fund’s backing,
we can ensure that YachtX Coin will not disappear or go under, like many new cryptocurrencies
do. Thus, we are starting the YachtX Ecosystem from a firm footing, with the backing of an
expert private investment fund.
Moving forward into 2022, we hope to partner with the many Tourism authority worldwide
to promote the YachtX Ecosystem and YachtX Coin as a service for international tourism
providers and travelers worldwide. Through this partnership, we seek to support international
tourism industry, which according to the World Travel and Tourism Council was more than
90% reduced during the 2020-2021 period compared to its earlier periods.
Our Road Map offers more insight into exactly where the YachtX Ecosystem is at and what
we envision our first year of operations to be.

ROAD MAP
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2022

Q1

• Project development and market research
• Meet with key tourism service providers to form
relationships for the YachtX ecosystem
• Coin development (BSC)
• Website development
• Private sale to Big Rock Private Capital
• PancakeSwap launch
• Whitepaper creation
• Social media channel establishment
• Pre-launch marketing

2022

Q2

• Grow the YachtX ecosystem further by adding additional tourism
service provider partners
• Announce key tourism service provider partnerships
• Grow YachtX team
• Announce and implement Exclusive Personal assistant

2022

Q3
Q4

• Continue to expand the YachtX ecosystem by signing on partners from
around the world
• Implement NFT giveaways to YachtX customers

2022
• YachtX Coin listing on BTSE Exchange

2023

• Listing on Kucoin or another medium-size exchange (TBD depending on exchange
rules and suitability for YachtX)
• Listing on Binance
• Develop YachtX Apps
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SOCIAL MEDIA

www.yachtxcoin.com
YachtX coin

E-Mail : Team@YachtXcoin.com
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER

PLEASE READ THIS LEGAL DISCLAIMERS IN ITS ENTIRETY. NOTHING HEREIN THIS
WHITEPAPER CONSTITUTES LEGAL, FINANCIAL, OR INVESTMENT ADVICE.
NEITHER YACHTX, NOR ITS TEAM MEMBERS, NOR SERVICE PROVIDERS,
WILL BE HELD LIABLE FOR DAMAGE OR LOSS ASSOCIATED WITH ACCESS OR USE
OF THIS WHITEPAPER, ASSOCIATED WEBSITES OR OTHER MATERIALS.

PROJECT PURPOSE.

You agree that you are acquiring YachtX Coin to access the YachtX Ecosystem and facilitate
purchases of services advertised within the YachtX Ecosystem. The Company (YachtX) acts
solely as a third party intermediary to facilitate this exchange through distribution of YachtX Coin,
and consists of neither a service provider nor a financial adviser.

WHITEPAPER PURPOSE.

The YachtX Whitepaper is only intended for general information. It does not constitute an
investment offer, prospectus, or solicitation, nor any other contractual agreement. Information
may not be exhaustive and although every attempt has been made to ensure the information
is up-to-date, there may be recent changes. Please consult the Website or contact the Company
for more information. There is no guarantee of accuracy, completeness, or suitability of
information contained within the Whitepaper for any purpose other than provision of general
information about YachtX Ecosystem and YachtX Coin.

YACHTX DOCUMENTATION.

Information contained within this Whitepaper is offered for the purposes of discussion and
evaluation, and does not constitute a promise or representation of present or future
performance of YachtX Coin. The Whitepaper does not constitute an offer by the Company
or any other person to sell YachtX Coin. Any future agreement for the sale of YachtX Coin
between a Distributor and Customer shall be governed by the terms and conditions of the
sale contract, which will be determined by the Parties involved.

THE YACHTX COIN.
The YachtX Coin is a fungible token that is intended to be used on the YachtX Ecosystem for
the purposes of exchange. Therefore, YachtX Coin:
a) Will not have a physical or tangible form or intrinsic value;
b) Is non-refundable and non-exchangeable for cash or other forms of value from any Party.
c) Does not represent an ownership interest or other economic and financial right to the
company.
d) Does not represent a monetary instrument, financial instrument or other investment.
e) Is not a loan to the Company and does not represent a debt?

INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY.

This Whitepaper is provided for informational purposes only.

REGULATORY APPROVAL.

There has been no regulatory examination or approval for the information set out within this
Whitepaper. No statements within the Whitepaper should be taken to indicate that YachtX Coin
has received regulatory approval in any jurisdiction.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE WHITEPAPER.

There are no rights granted for translation, dissemination or distribution of the Whitepaper
or the contents therein.
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RISK STATEMENT

The YachtX Ecosystem is early in its development as a concept, both as a platform and as
a token of exchange. As a result, there are risks that neither the Company nor customers may
be aware of as yet. Furthermore, risks could emerge in future that are not accounted for,
either due to changes in market conditions, changes in YachtX’s strategic position and direction,
or other factors that cannot be controlled. Therefore, this Whitepaper cannot be considered a
comprehensive accounting of the risks involved in investment in YachtX.
If you do decide to acquire YachtX Coin in order to participate in the YachtX Ecosystem,
you must expressly acknowledge and accept the following risks:

• Regulation and Enforcement: Like other cryptocurrencies, the legal and regulatory
position of YachtX Coin is uncertain in most jurisdictions. While there is growing
regulatory attention to cryptocurrency and blockchain-based services around the
world, there is not yet a regulatory consensus, and whether any particular jurisdiction
will apply regulatory changes is uncertain. Thus, it is possible that at any given time,
YachtX Coin or the YachtX Ecosystem may be limited due to changes in regulation
and enforcement.
• Information Disclosure: YachtX Ecosystem and YachtX Coin are still being developed,
and all aspects of the coin may change during the development phase. Some
information will not be disclosed for competitive purposes. While every effort is made
to ensure this Whitepaper is complete and current, it is possible that some information
may change. Furthermore, the YachtX development team may not be able to keep
the marketing team apprised of every change to the project during the course of
development. Thus, there may at times be information that is inadequately disclosed.

• Development Failures: Like any other early stage development project, it is
possible that YachtX could fail during the development stage, either with any
particular aspect of the design or more generally. Such failures could be caused
by technical limitations, regulatory changes, or shortage of development funds
among other causes.
• Security Risks: Every information systems (IS) based tool today is subject
to security risks, including targeting by hackers through malware, spoofing and
smurfing attacks, ransomware attacks, denial of service attacks or other attacks
which are aimed at gaining access to user personal information or control of
cryptocurrency wallets or for other purposes. While all efforts will be made to
keep the YachtX Ecosystem and YachtX Coin secure from such attacks, it is
not possible to fully eliminate security risks due to the use of third-party software
and tools.



